DREAM – DARE – SHARE
My Journey
Supporting Women in their Life & Career Paths

Mentoring Programme Info Pack

Framework for the Equilibrium Programme 2018
Thank you for joining Equilibrium 2018. We are proud to announce that this is our eighth
year of running this tremendously successful mentoring programme, and are happy to
have you on board! This brochure will provide you with all important information you will
need as an Equilibrium participant, including important dates, contacts, mentoring
guidance, as well as answers to some of the most frequently asked questions.
This year’s programme is quite rich, as we are going to have four afternoon joint-meetings,
always with an external inspirational speaker contributing. For our mentors, three
breakfast meetings are planned, while the mentees can enjoy three group sessions, plus
joint sessions. Workshops are also planned to be held throughout the year; please see the
specific dates for all events in the Programme Calendar found inside this brochure.
The purpose of the Equilibrium Programme is to encourage women in business and
management positions who are committed to further professional growth, and also to
provide support for those women returning to work after an extended period of time,
such as after parental leave, or for those who just want to restart their career. We will do
our utmost to provide individual mentoring to all of you so that you will be equipped to
successfully manage your next career steps.
Thanks to the support of gender diversity in the Czech business environment, the UN
Mission to the Czech Republic has given patronage to the Equilibrium programme for the
year 2018.
We sincerely hope that your participation in Equilibrium exceeds even your expectations,
and that you complete the programme with a sense of accomplishment and reward.

Marcela Černochová
Managing Director of the British Chamber of Commerce & Member of the Equilibrium
Steering Committee

Programme Calendar – SAVE THE DATES

February 26, 4.30 pm – 7.00 pm

Opening Session

March 20, 9.00 am

1st Mentors’ Breakfast

March 20, 3.00 pm

Mentees’ Workshop

May 16, 9.00 am

2nd Mentors’ Breakfast

May 16, 3.00 pm

Mentees’ Workshop

June 7, 4.30 pm – 7.00 pm
October 2, 4.30 pm – 7.00 pm

Midsummer meeting
Autumn meeting

November 22, 9.00 am

3rd Mentors’ Breakfast

November 22, 3.00 pm

Mentees’ Workshop

January 24, 4.30 pm – 7.00 pm

Closing Session

My Story meetings:
Each 2nd Wednesday of the month an informal meeting will be organised for Equilibrium
participants, friends and fans. The venue will always be announced on the BCC website.
Each meeting will feature an inspirational speaker.
Location:
Opero, Salvátorská 931/8, Praha 1, 110 00
Time:
6.30 pm – 8.30 pm
Please note: Times and location are subject to change.

Guidance for Mentoring and FAQ
Mentoring sessions will be an opportunity to share leadership experiences, exchange
business stories, stimulate insight, receive honest feedback about skills and behaviour –
and overall, it is a two- way learning experience.
Mentoring themes include various topics, such as career development and job-related
issues; personal development; how to move between levels in an organisation (exploring
how to prepare for the next level and how to operate at that higher level); and how to
balance the demands of your work and home life (‘Work Life Balance’).
We highly encourage pairs to meet monthly for around two hours. We suggest reviewing
the mentoring relationship at three-month intervals in order to reflect on achievements,
to ensure the agenda is still relevant, and to assess the mentoring relationship. Before the
first meeting, it would be helpful to compile a summary of your career to-date (both
mentor and mentee), your development priorities (mentee), and ideas for how your
prospective mentor can support them. Entering the mentoring programme is a
commitment on both sides, mentee and mentor; to dedicate their time to benefit the
most.
Whatever is discussed during the mentoring sessions remains confidential, and will not be
shared with anyone outside the “space”, which must be 100% safe.
TIPS FOR MENTEES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clarify your values.
Identify your work style and habits.
Identify your knowledge and skills gaps, including personal, professional, and skills
development.
What do you want to get out of the mentoring relationship and how will this
support your personal development needs?
What do you want to have achieved/what should be different at the end of the
programme?
How to share and prioritise your objectives; what is your Personal Development
Plan?
Both mentor and mentee should take notes, agree any next steps, and then review
progress at the next meeting.
Be prepared to discuss both successes and learning challenges.

The 3-Stage Approach
An effective mentoring relationship has been shown to move through 3 stages. Each
stage cumulatively builds on the learning from the previous one, and within each stage
there are responsibilities for both the mentor and mentee.
Stage 1 – Exploration
During this stage your mentor will be using (open ended) questioning techniques to
work through the issue being discussed. You shouldn’t approach the session thinking
that the mentor will simply provide the answer. The goal of the process is development
as well as reflection for you, and this will only be achieved by working through the
issue to make your own judgments.
To benefit fully from this stage, you must be open and honest and prepared to be
challenged. You may find that some of the questions relate, for example, to your
attitudes, limiting beliefs, or decisions you have made, and some of the questions may
be uncomfortable. However, in order to grow personally and professionally, these are
issues that support you in your development.
Stage 2 – New Understanding
Having worked through the first stage, the likelihood is that some ‘new understanding’
will be reached about the issue being discussed. This may be a minor change in
viewpoint or a major breakthrough in your thinking processes.
Regardless of the size or significance of the breakthrough, during this stage your
mentor will work with you to reflect on what you have learned. This will then have an
impact on any potential conclusions that may be reached.
Stage 3 – Action
If you have successfully reached a new understanding, the next stage is to agree what
actions should be taken. Again, at this point the mentor will not tell you what you need
to do. However, they will work with you to identify the possible actions that will
resolve the issue.
In order to be fully committed and engaged, actions that you agree upon should be
recorded and then monitored through a regular review – or revisited to determine
what is stopping you.

TIPS FOR MENTORS - BUILD ON YOUR OWN EXPERIENCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Think about what you wish you had known prior to taking on your role.
Who mentored you (if applicable) and what did you learn?
Does the person you are mentoring also need coaching, direction, or support?
Translate the unwritten rules, explain how information is shared and decisions are
made in your business.
Share and reflect on the highs and lows of your career and what you have learned
from them.
Suggest guidelines for a successful mentoring relationship.
Both mentor and mentee should take notes, agree any next steps, and then review
their progress at the next meeting.
Be prepared to discuss both successes and learning challenges.
Your relationship should be open and honest: communicating with each other
does not have to be kept to formal meetings.
Discuss the outcomes and opportunities at the end of each meeting to ensure the
process works for both of you.
Half-way process reflection is recommended.

ROLE of the MENTOR
M anages the relationship
E ncourages
N urtures
T eaches
O ffers mutual respect
R esponds to the mentee’s needs

FIRST MEETING
GETTING STARTED
•
•
•
•
•

Plan meeting dates and commit to diaries in advance.
How often you want to meet, for how long, and where?
Meeting in person or over the phone, or a combination of both?
What do you want to know about your mentor’s business and past experiences,
about each other in general?
What where the biggest achievements?

AFTER THE FIRST MEETING
•

•

Please, write an email to Anna Cimburková (anna.cimburkova@britcham.cz) or
Brigitte Lintner (lintner.b@gmail.com) about your fist meeting – by the end of
March 2018.
Tell us how you started!

CREATING THE ALLIANCE
•

Who wanted you to be here and why?

•

Any similar experiences?

•

What is the purpose behind mentoring? What is the goal?

•

What will success look like / feel like?

•

What will be the benefit for you?

•

What do you want to achieve in this first meeting?

•

How do you see mentoring helping you achieve your goal? What do you hope to
get from me?

•

Our expectations about how we work and boundaries

•

Code of Ethics

•

Confidentiality

•

How do you learn?

4 P’s

Procedure:
Time of meeting - how often?
For how long do we meet?
Contact in between – by what means / how often?
Accountability? (follow-up / check-in)

Professional:
Role – who does what; responsibilities on both sides; professional background; and
questions for the mentor

Personal:
How we will work together. What if we don’t connect? How do we introduce each other
outside of Equilibrium events (during and after the program)

Psychological:
What might get in your way? E.g. (lack of confidence), boundaries, worries about handling
the situation, etc.

SUMMARY
1) Desire—it all begins here. Both parties have to really want to do this or it will never
get off the ground, and more likely than not it will be more harmful than helpful.
2) Chemistry—the mentor and mentee have to have a ‘chemical’ connection. They
have to ‘feel good’ about each other and the style in which they operate.
3) Respect—there must be a reason why these two people have been paired up and
it should be based on the potential of one, and the past accomplishments of the
other. Each party needs to be made aware - up front - of the other’s qualifications,
which will then become the foundation for a growing, mutual respect.
4) Trust—a trusting relationship provides the environment to be creative, to have an
open mind, and to allow a deep and frank conversation that fosters change. Trust
is an ongoing and evolving thing. It must be nurtured in each and every
interaction. It can be as fragile as fine crystal and just as hard to repair once
broken.
5) Time—if you don’t have the time to dedicate to this exercise, then don’t do it. It
will end up hurting you both in ways that may have far-reaching consequences.
6) Ability to communicate openly—if you can’t talk to each other openly, you will
never be able to realise the full potential of the relationship.
7) Integrity is the cornerstone—there can be no hidden agendas or a desire to make
someone a ‘mini-me’. Both the mentor and mentee must be ever-so vigilant as to
not betray the other’s trust by (ab)using information or the relationship with the
mentor or mentee in a way that is inappropriate.
8) Dedication to learning—this process teaches the mentor as much about him or
herself as it does the mentee. Many times it’s not a matter of providing the right
answer to a question; it’s more about providing the right question to answers
being formed. Dedication to learning is what drives this process in its highest form.
9) Self-pace—don’t rush. Everybody learns and assimilates information at different
speeds and in different ways. Be sensitive to each other in this area, and do what
feels right. Don’t be forced into an artificial timeline.
10) Have fun! This is a wonderful journey and it should be enjoyed.

Suggested Objectives For Mentees
Here is a list of suggested objectives for the programme; it is not meant to be either
exhaustive or prescriptive:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build wider industry knowledge
Expand business knowledge
Learn how to plan strategies and visions
Raise profile within the company
Gain feedback on own presence and profile from senior management
Challenge own working styles/ideas
Develop new alliances/expand network within and outside the company
Strengthen technical skills
Enhance awareness of differences, e.g. minorities, culture, gender
Expand leadership skills
Strengthen communication/inter-personal skills
Persuading people to share the leader’s ideas
Receive candid feedback about skills, experience, and behaviour
Implementing chance or innovation and getting business done
How to manage hierarchy

Recommended preparation for your first session:
It is recommended to write down your top three objectives for 2018. These goals shall be
based on the programme objectives above, identifying 3 SMART objectives (i.e. Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and with Timescales), and share them with your mentor.
Your Objectives (as specific as possible, how will you know you have reached the
objective):
1

2

3

Steering Committee
Marcela Cernochova
Marcela began her career as a director of an organization
devoted to wildlife conservation -the Czech Otter Foundation,
where she worked for almost ten years.
For five years, she worked at the Ministry for Regional
Development and for most of her time there she focused on
introducing modern management methods and strategies.
In the years 2012 – 2013, she participated a one-year
humanitarian mission to Haiti with Caritas Czech Republic.
She has served as the Managing Director of the British
Chamber of Commerce since January 2013.

Jan Bubeník
Founder of Bubenik Partners, an executive search firm that
focuses on the Central and Eastern European region and today
serves as its managing partner. Bubenik Partner’s client base
spans early-stage regional companies to global Fortune 500s.
Before starting his own firm, he managed the Prague office of
Korn/Ferry International, and prior to entering the executive
search industry, Bubeník was a management consultant for
McKinsey & Company. In addition to his business activities, he
was Chairman of the Corporate Council of Forum 2000 –
Vaclav Havel´s foundation. Jan has been also serving on the
Executive Committee of Young President Organization (YPO).
In what was to become a defining moment in his country’s history, the Velvet Revolution
in November 1989, Bubeník was one of the principal student leaders of the dissident
movement and later served as the youngest Member of Parliament in the first postCommunist government. He has served as an advisor to several human rights and proDemocracy organizations in Bulgaria, South Africa, Zimbabwe, and Cuba, and, as a result
of his efforts to support Cuban dissidents in 2001 during a visit to Cuba; Bubeník was
detained and jailed by Castro’s regime.

Vera Budway-Strobach
Vera Budway is Chief Diversity Officer in Erste Group Bank AG,
in Vienna, Austria. By creating new, forward-thinking policies,
she helps make the working environment at Erste more
diverse, inclusive and engaging. From 2007 - 2013, she was
Chief Diversity Officer in Erste´s subsidiary in the Czech
Republic Česká spořitelna (Czech Savings Bank) where she built
up Erste Group´s first comprehensive Diversity & Inclusion
Program “Diversitas”.
Prior to joining Erste Group, Ms. Budway spent over 10 years
as Senior Political Advisor on Democratization, Cross Border
Cooperation and Economic Development to multilateral development organizations in
Vienna, Brussels and Geneva. She received Master’s Degrees in Political Science and
International Relations from Georgetown University (Washington, DC).
In addition to her committed work for the Erste Group, Ms Budway is an active member
of Rotary International Vienna (President 2018-19); and serves on the boards of directors
of the Open Society Prague and the Institute for Stability and Development. She is
Chairwoman of the British Chamber of Commerce´s Working Group on Diversity and CSR,
and is a founding member of the Austrian Chapter of the International Women´s Forum
(IWF) and serves on its Board as Treasurer.
Kristin LaRonca Parpel
Kristin is an executive coach and consultant. She runs her own
company, KLP Coaching, which offers individual coaching,
leadership workshops, team facilitation and women's
programs which focus on authentic leadership and
empowerment.
Kristin sits on several boards or committees, including AngloAmerican University, Forum 2000, and Equilibrium. Kristin
studied psychology at the University of Hartford in the USA
and before becoming a certified coach, she spent nearly 15
years in senior management positions in advertising.
.

Brigitte Lintner
Brigitte has a 25 year back ground in the Financial Industry (Risk
Management and HR) as well as 8 years of Business Coaching,
Mentoring and Coach Supervision (being credentialed by the
International Coach Federation). Brigitte runs her own coaching
business in Prague - focusing on working with first time
managers, talents, clients in transition, addressing Cross Cultural
questions and other Diversity topics.
Brigitte, being Austrian by birth and having lived in Prague since
1999, is bilingual (fluent in German and English), can also work in
Czech and to a limited extent in French. She has been an active
member and mentor for Equilibrium since 2012 and enjoys supporting various non for
profit organizations, working with young students or talents.
Scott Marlowe
Since 2017, Scott Marlowe has been the director of Human
resources in Česká spořitelna. He previously worked in Hay Group
global management consulting company where he led offices in
Prague, Bratislava and Budapest. His practise is extensive not only
in Human Resources but also in implementation of change
management into corporations.
He studied at University of Vermont where he gained degree in
philosophy and politology. Thanks to his longterm stay in Czech
Republic he speaks fluently Czech.

Eva Shaw
Eva Shaw is currently working as a Consultant / Head of Global
Recruitment for Finstar Financial Group, a leading private
investment group with businesses operating internationally in a
variety of industry sectors. Eva has worked in the international
executive search field for over 18 years responsible for hiring
senior leaders globally, based in the UK and Czech Republic.
Eva has been in Prague since 2006 and has been handling senior
level searches across all sectors and functions internationally. She
is in bilingual English, Czech and speaks fluent French.

Hot Line Contacts
What if….
The chemistry does not work?
One of the two partners cannot be as committed as expected?
Expectations of each other are not met?
Ground rules are not followed?
Please do not hesitate to contact us - we need to know about the issue in order to
address them in a timely manner- we are always ready to help!
Hot Line Contact:
Brigitte Lintner
+420 724 221 605
lintner.b@gmail.com

Programme Coordinator:
Anna Cimburková
+420 770 105 910
anna.cimburkova@britcham.cz

Follow us!
How to stay in touch with us?
Please do follow us on Facebook, Instagram & LinkedIN where we often post various
articles, videos or interviews. Do not hesitate and share our posts or photos from your
meetings with mentor/mentee straight away!

Popular hashtags!
#britchamcz
#equilibrium
#bccprague

Facebook
Equilibrium by BCC
@EquilibriumbyBCC

Instagram
British Chamber of Commerce CZ
@britchamcz
LinkedIN
British Chamber of Commerce in the Czech Republic
BCC EQUILIBRIUM - group

Registration via website
Sign up!
We would like to ask you to register for events via our website www.britishchamber.cz.

To see & register for our events you need to be registered.

How to register at www.britishchamber.cz
1)
2)
3)
4)

Click SIGN UP
Click REGISTER
Fill all the information marked with *
If you want to fill in company and your company is not registered yet (does not
have to be a member of BCC), you can click below to ADD NEW COMPANY, which
does not mean the company wants to become member of BCC
5) Click KEY INTERESTS and choose what information are you interested in
6) Click RECEIVE NEWSLETTER, if you want to receive weekly news from BCC
7) SIGN IN by your username
8) Click to your email - open CRM database
9) Click – EQUILIBRIUM
10) Select – 2017
11) Select – MENTOR/MENTEE
YOU ARE REGISTERED!

How to register for event at www.britishchamber.cz
1)
2)
3)
4)

Firstly, sign up by your username/email address and password
After signing up, you can see all the events
Open the event and click down below REGISTER
Choose number of tickets you want
YOU ARE REGISTERED!

Partners of Equilibrium 2018
General partner:

Partners:

Media partners:

“Equilibrium means to me: inspiration, enthusiasm, friendship, great
people, same values. Safe place where we all can share our dreams,
successes but also failures, community where we dream, dare and
share.”

Marcela Černochová
Managing Director of the British Chamber of Commerce
&
Member of the Equilibrium Steering Committee

